
Homotopy Theory and Algebraic Geometry - Fall 2015

WISM462

December 1, 2015

1 Organisation

This seminar is organised by Alexander Gietelink Oldenziel and Pol van Hoften and supervised by Jan
Stienstra. Please contact us at p.vanhoften@uu.nl and register for the course in OSIRIS (course code
WISM462) if you are interested in participating.

2 Subject

Motivic homotopy theory is the homotopy theory of algebraic varieties (schemes) over a field. The idea
of the subject is to apply techniques from algebraic topology to solve problems in Algebraic geometry.
To do this, one first has to find a notion of homotopy which works for algebraic varieties. The aim of
this seminar is to (provide the background) to read the seminal paper on motivic homotopy theory by
Voevodsky and Morel [MV99].

In the first part of the seminar, we will discuss simplicial sets and some of their basic properties. Later
we will introduce model categories and give some familiar examples. In the second part, we will discuss
Grothendieck topologies, the Nisnevich site and construct the correct homotopy category of schemes over
a field k. We will conclude with some applications.

3 Format and Schedule

We will have weekly seminar talks, followed by a (voluntary) exercise class. The seminar will conclude at
the end of 2015, we expect about fourteen presentations.

Week 1 (14-09 at 14:00 in HFG room 610) (Pol) Introduction and basic properties of simplicial
sets.

Literature. Simplicial Sets I: Sections 1.2 and 1.3.0.1 of the book.

Notes: http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%201-%20Notes.pdf

Exercises. http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%201-%20Exercises.pdf
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Week 2 (21-09 at 14:00 in HFG room 610) (Alexander) Simplicial Sets 2

Literature. Sections 1.3.0.2, 1.5 [Mat](Section 1),

Exercises. Notes and Exercises: http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%202%20-%20Notes%20and%
20Exercises.pdf

Week 3 (28-09 at 14:00 in HFG room 610) (Alexander) Model Cateogires 1

Literature. Chapter 1 of [Hov99].

Exercises. Notes and Exercises: http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%203%20-%20Notes%20and%
20Exercises.pdf

Week 4 (05-10 at 14:00 in HFG room 610) (Mohammed) Fibrations, Cofibrations, small object argument.

Literature. section 2.1 of the book (pages 30-37) and possibly section 2.2 (37-39, we skip subdivisions and
Kan’s EX∞).

Exercises. Notes and Exercises: http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%204%20-%20Notes%20and%
20Exercises.pdf

Week 5 (Joost) Cofibrantly generated model categories

Literature [Hov99]

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%205%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf

Week 6 (Nikitas) Homotopy Colimits

Literature [Hov99]

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%206%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf

Week 7 (Pol) Grothendieck Topologies 1, Sites, Simplicial Sheaves.

Literature Mostly following [Dug], other more classical references include Chapter 2 of [OM], Chapter 2
of part 2 of the book and [MLM94].

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%207%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf

Week 8 (Andrea) Etalé morphisms, Etalé topology, Nisnevich topology

Literature Book, [Mil80]

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%208%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf

Week 9 (Joost) Simplicial (Pre)sheaves

Literature Part of [Dug], the book.

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%209%20-%20Exercises.pdf

Week 10 (Andrea) Homotopy Types of Projective Curves

Literature https://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/~rost/data/severitt.pdf

Exercises http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%2010%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf
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Week 11 (Nikitas) Homotopy Types of Projective Curves II

Literature https://www.math.uni-bielefeld.de/~rost/data/severitt.pdf

Exercises

http://motivic2015.science.uu.nl/Week%2011%20-%20Notes%20and%20Exercises.pdf

4 Prerequisites

• Some category theory, as taught in the Mastermath ’intensive course Categories and Modules’.

• Algebraic topology (for example ’Topologie & Meetkunde’)

• Algebraic Geometry, for example the course taught in the spring of 2015 through Mastermath.

• We recommend you follow the course Algebraic Geometry II in Utrecht given concurrently with this
student seminar or already know some scheme theory

5 Evaluation

Participants are expected two give two seminar talks (two times 2x45 minutes). They will study the
material beforehand, hold a blackboard presentation about it, and maybe distribute lecture notes for
their talk. They will pose exercises to the other students, one of which marked as a homework exercise.
The other students have to hand in the homework at the next lecture and the speaker will grade the
homework. As our supervisor, Jan Stiensta will grade the talks.

It is obligatory to be present at all talks in this seminar (unless you have a good reason). The final grade
for the seminar is based on the grade of your talk (70 %), and on your homework grades (20%), see also
the ’Toetsmatrijs’ in Fig. 1. The seminar is worth 7.5 ECTS.

Presentation(s) 70%

Formulating exercises and homework 10 %

Homework grades 20 %

Table 1: ”Toetsmatrijs”

6 Literature

We will be following the book by Dundas et al. [DLØ+07]. The book is available (in pdf) via http:

//link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-540-45897-5.

We will be covering the following parts of the book:

• Chapters 1,2,3 of Part 1: Introduction, Simplicial Sets, Model categories.

• Chapter 2 of Part 2: Sheaves on a Grothendieck Topology.
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• Part 3: Motivic Homotopy Theory.

This means that we will skip the chapter on varieties and schemes and instead refer to the course ’Algebraic
Geometry 2’ being taught this fall at the University of Utrecht.

We will also use the books [GJ09], [Hov99](avaible in pdf) as background material.
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